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REPRESENTATIONS OF THE FREE PROFINITE OBJECT
OVER DA
ANA MOURA
Abstract. In this paper, we extend to DA some techniques developed by
Almeida and Weil, and Almeida and Zeitoun for the pseudovariety R to obtain
representations of the implicit operations on DA: by labeled trees of finite
height, by quasi-ternary labeled trees, and by labeled linear orderings. We
prove that two implicit operations are equal over DA if and only if they have
the same representation, for any of the three representations. We end the
paper by relating these representations.
1. Introduction
The importance of the study of pseudovarieties of finite monoids became evident
with Eilenberg [10] in the middle of the 1970’s, who established the correspondence
between varieties of rational languages and those classes of finite monoids. Some
years later, Reiterman [11] showed that every pseudovariety of finite monoids is
defined by some set of finitary pseudoidentities, which are equalities between im-
plicit operations. As implicit operations over a pseudovariety of monoids contain
information on the structure of the finite monoids in the pseudovariety, it became
important to develop the study of the set of implicit operations over a pseudovari-
ety V on a finite alphabet A, ΩAV, which has the structure of a pro-V monoid.
Schu¨tzenberger [13] noted the interest of the study of the pseudovariety DS and
Almeida and Weil [7] stated that for this pseudovariety and its subpseudovarieties it
should be easy to make a description of the free profinite object. In fact, Almeida [1]
factorized each element of the free profinite monoid over J in terms of component
projections and idempotents and Azevedo [9] proved that a similar kind of factor-
ization could be implemented to any subpseudovariety of DS, although it has not
yet been discovered a canonical form of such factorizations in this pseudovariety.
Almeida and Weil [7] gave two complementary descriptions of the monoid of im-
plicit operations on R, one by labeled ordinals and the other by labeled infinite trees
of finite depth. They did a similar study for the pseudovariety DRG. On the other
hand, in their recent work, Almeida, Costa and Zeitoun [5, 6] presented structural
properties of the free profinite semigroup over A.
In their “Diamonds are forever”, Tesson and The´rien [14] showed that languages
whose syntactic monoid lies in DA have powerful characterizations, from combina-
torial ones, to logical and even automata-theoretical ones. This characterizations
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are useful to solve problems in computational and complexity theory and the au-
thors gave examples of such applications. They emphasize that these problems are
efficiently solvable when the syntactic monoid, besides being aperiodic, is in DA.
Thus, it becomes interesting to characterize the free profinite object over DA. In
this paper, we present three representations of the free pro-DA object on a finite
alphabet extending techniques developed for the pseudovariety R: the first one by
means of finite-height labeled trees, using the ideas of Almeida and Weil [7], the
second one by means of quasi-ternary labeled trees, based on the work of Almeida
and Zeitoun [8] and the last one by means of labeled linear orderings, extending
the description done by Almeida and Weil [7]. In connection with the second
representation, we also exhibit a representation by wrapped automata, which turns
out to be useful for recent work of the author.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the basics of the theory
of pseudovarieties of monoids, pro-V monoids and some notions on automata and
linear orderings. In Section 3, we use the central basic factorization of an implicit
operation on DA and we present two forms of iteration of that factorization. We
prove the convergence of the infinite product resulting from the iterated factoriza-
tions and we end it with a characterization of the idempotents in terms of the type
of iterated central basic factorization. In Section 4, we present the representations
of the implicit operations over this pseudovariety that we had announced above.
We end the section by relating the various representations.
2. Preliminaries
We briefly recall some basics of the theory of pseudovarieties of monoids, profinite
monoids, automata and linear orderings and we introduce some related notation.
We recommend [2, 4] for a better understanding of these concepts and [12] as a
reference on linear orderings.
In this paper, A is a finite set called alphabet and its elements are called letters.
We denote by A∗ (respectively by A+) the free monoid (respectively the free semi-
group) generated by A, whose elements are called words. The empty word is denoted
by 1. The length of a word u is denoted by |u| and the cardinality of A is denoted
by |A|. The content of a word u is the smallest subset B of A such that u ∈ B∗. In
particular, the content of the empty word is ∅. Finally, a word u = a1 · · · an, with
ai ∈ A, for all i, is a subword of v if there exist words v0, v1, . . . , vn ∈ A∗ such that
v = v0a1v1 · · · anvn.
Given a semigroup S, we denote by S1 the monoid defined as follows: if S is
itself a monoid, then S1 = S; otherwise, S1 = S ∪ {1}, where 1 is an element that
does not belong to S and the multiplication in S1 is the (unique) extension to the
multiplication in S in which 1 acts as a neutral element. For s ∈ S, we denote by sω
the unique idempotent in the subsemigroup generated by s and we set sω+1 = sωs.
A class of finite monoids that is closed under taking submonoids, homomorphic
images and finite direct products is called a pseudovariety and generally denoted
by V. For example, M is the pseudovariety of all finite monoids, R is the pseu-
dovariety of all R-trivial monoids, where a monoid S is R-trivial if, for all s, t ∈ S,
sRt implies s = t. In this paper, we are interested in DA, the pseudovariety of
monoids whose regular D-classes are aperiodic semigroups. Note that a semigroup
S is aperiodic if sω = sω+1, for all s ∈ S, and a monoid S is in DA if and only if,
for all s, t ∈ S, we have (st)ω(ts)ω(st)ω = (st)ω and sω = sω+1.
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A topological monoid is a monoid equipped with a topology for which the mul-
tiplication in the monoid is a continuous function. We view a finite monoid as a
topological monoid with respect to the discrete topology. A topological monoid S is
a profinite monoid (respectively a pro-V monoid) if it is a compact monoid which is
residually finite (respectively residually in V), which means that, whenever s, t ∈ S
and s 6= t, there exists a continuous homomorphism ϕ : S → F into a finite monoid
(respectively into a member of V) such that ϕ(s) 6= ϕ(t). It is well known that
profinite monoids are 0-dimensional, which means that the topology has an open
basis consisting of clopen sets (which is equivalent to being a totally disconnected
monoid).
Given an alphabetA and a pseudovariety V, the free pro-V monoid on A, denoted
by ΩAV, is the unique (up to isomorphism of topological monoids) pro-V monoid
such that, for every mapping µ : A→ T into a pro-V monoid T , there is a unique
continuous homomorphism µˆ : ΩAV → T such that µˆ◦ ι = µ, where ι : A→ ΩAV is
the natural generating function. The elements of ΩAV are called implicit operations
on V or pseudowords. For a pseudovariety V containing Sl, the content function is
the unique continuous homomorphism c : ΩAV → P(A) such that cι(a) = {a}, for
all a ∈ A.
A pseudoidentity is an equality of the form u = v, with u, v ∈ ΩAM, and |A| is
called the arity of the pseudoidentity. We say that a pseudoidentity is valid in a
profinite monoid T , and we write T |= u = v, if ϕ(u) = ϕ(v) for every continuous
homomorphism ϕ : ΩAM → T . Reiterman’s Theorem [11] says that every pseu-
dovariety is defined by some set of finitary (A is finite) pseudoidentities. That the
class of all finite monoids which verify all the elements of a set of pseudoidentities is
a pseudovariety follows immediately from the fact that the validity of a pseudoiden-
tity in a finite monoid is preserved under taking homomorphic images, submonoids
and finite direct products. For example, the pseudovariety DA is defined by the set
of pseudoidentities {(xy)ω(yx)ω(xy)ω = (yx)ω , xω = xω+1}.
A deterministic automaton over an alphabet A is a tuple A = (V,→, q, F ),
where V is the set of states, q ∈ V is the initial state, F ⊆ V is the set of final
states and →: V × A → V is its transition function. We denote by v.a the state
reached from v by reading the letter a, if this state exists, and we denote by v.L
the set of states reached from v by reading some word of L.
Finally, we suppose that the reader is acquainted with the basic notions of linear
orderings. In this paper, we use two different linear orderings of the set of natural
numbers: the usual ordering, RN, and the backwards ordering, R
∗
N
. We also use
suborderings of these orderings and operations on linear orderings. We denote by
ω, ω∗ and n the order type of 〈N, RN〉, 〈N, R∗N〉 and 〈P,R〉, which is a subordering
of 〈N, RN〉 with |P | = n, respectively.
3. Factorization of implicit operations and convergence of infinite
products in pro-DA monoids
Let w ∈ ΩADA\{1}. We define the central basic factorization of w (see Almeida [3]
or Trotter and Weil [15]) as a factorization of one of the following forms:
(i) standard form: w = αaγbβ with a, b ∈ A, α, β, γ ∈ ΩADA, a /∈ c(α),
b /∈ c(β) and c(αa) = c(bβ) = c(w);
(ii) overlapped form: w = αbγaβ with a, b ∈ A, α, β, γ ∈ ΩADA, a /∈ c(αbγ),
b /∈ c(γaβ) and c(αbγa) = c(bγaβ) = c(w);
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(iii) degenerate form: w = αaβ with a ∈ A, α, β ∈ ΩADA, a /∈ c(α), a /∈ c(β)
and c(αa) = c(aβ) = c(w).
By the following theorem, the central basic factorization of w ∈ ΩADA\{1} exists
and is unique:
Proposition 3.1 (Almeida [3]). Let w ∈ ΩADA\{1}. Then w has a unique central
basic factorization. In other words, if w, w′ ∈ ΩADA\{1}, the equality w = w′ is
valid in DA, and Φ and Ψ are central basic factorizations of w and w′, respectively,
then the two factorizations are both of the same type ((i),(ii) or (iii)) and the
equalities of factors in corresponding positions are valid in DA.
We denote the central basic factorization of w by the tuple CBF(w) = (α, a, γ, b, β)
or by the triple CBF(w) = (α, a, β), as it is of the standard or overlapped form, or
of the degenerate form, respectively.
For what follows, we define two different types of iteration of this factorization:
in the first one we iterate the factorization while the content of the central factor
(if it exists) does not decrease and in the second one we iterate until the central
factor (if it exists) becomes 1. We proceed to explain this in detail.
Let γ0 = w. If c(γk) = c(w), we consider the central basic factorization of γk
which, in the case of being of the standard form, is γk = αk+1ak+1γk+1bk+1βk+1.
The (k + 1)-iteration of the central basic factorization of w is w = α1a1 · · ·αk+1 ·
ak+1γk+1bk+1βk+1 · · · b1β1 and γk+1 is called the remainder of order k + 1. We
iterate this process while γk exists and c(γk) = c(w). If, for any n, c(γn) 6= c(w)
and γn−1 admits a central basic factorization of the standard form, then w =
α1a1 · · ·αnanγnbnβn · · · b1β1 is called the iterated central basic factorization of type
1 of w and is called standard and of length n. If c(γn−1) = c(w) and γn−1 has
an overlapped central basic factorization, then w = α1a1 · · ·αnbnγnanβn · · · b1β1 is
the iterated central basic factorization of type 1 of w and is called overlapped and of
length n. If c(γn−1) = c(w) and γn−1 has a degenerate central basic factorization,
γn−1 = αnanβn , then w = α1a1 · · ·αnanβn · · · b1β1 is the iterated central basic
factorization of type 1 of w and is called degenerate and of length n. We say that,
in the first two cases, γn is the remainder of the central basic factorization of w,
while in the degenerate case there is no remainder. Finally, if c(γn) = c(w), for
all n, we say that w admits an infinite iterated central basic factorization of type
1 and we write w = α1a1α2a2 · · · · · · b2β2b1β1. We denote the iterated central
basic factorization of type 1 by I1CBF(w). Note that all the factors involved in this
factorization have content strictly contained in c(w).
Now, let w = α1a1γ1b1β1 be the central basic factorization of w. While γk 6= 1 or
γk−1 does not admit a degenerate central basic factorization, we consider the central
basic factorization of γk. The iterated central basic factorization of type 2 of w,
I2CBF(w), is defined by one of the following forms: w = α1a1α2a2 · · ·αnanβn · · · b2 ·
β2b1β1, in case CBF(γn−1) is degenerate, w = α1a1α2a2 · · ·αnanbnβn · · · b2β2b1β1,
in case γn = 1, or w = α1a1α2a2 · · · · · · b2β2 · b1β1, if the iteration is infinite. Note
that, also in this iterated basic factorization, all the factors involved have content
strictly contained in c(w).
Results from Almeida [3, 2] and Almeida and Weil [7] allow us to conclude that
we can iterate the central basic factorization of any of these two types and that the
infinite product, in fact, converges.
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Lemma 3.2 (Almeida and Weil [7]). Let S be a compact monoid. Then any two
accumulation points of every right infinite product in S are R-equivalent.
Lemma 3.3 (dual of the previous lemma). Let S be a compact monoid. Then any
two accumulation points of every left infinite product in S are L-equivalent.
Corollary 3.4. Let S be a pro-DA monoid. Given a right infinite product in S
and a left infinite product in S such that their accumulation points are in the same
regular J -class, then the product of any right accumulation point by any left accu-
mulation point is independent of the choice of these points.
Proof. It is enough to observe that the product of any two accumulation points of
each of the two infinite products is in the regular H-class R ∩ L which is trivial,
where R is the regular R-class that contains all the accumulation points of the right
infinite product and L is the regular L-class that contains all the accumulation
points of the left infinite product. 
We denote by
−→∏
n
k=1uk the product u1u2 · · ·un and by
←−∏
n
k=1vk the product
vn · · · v2v1. Given a pro-DA monoid S and sequences (uk)k≥1, (vk)k≥1 ∈ SN in the
conditions of the previous corollary, we denote by
−→∏
k≥1uk ·
←−∏
k≥1vk the product
of an accumulation point of the sequence (
−→∏
n
k=1uk)n by an accumulation point of
the sequence (
←−∏
n
k=1vk)n, when n goes to infinity.
Therefore, given w ∈ ΩADA\{1}, the iterated central basic factorization of w is
of one of the following forms:
w =
−→∏
n
k=1(αkak) · γn ·
←−∏
n
k=1(bkβk)
if it is of type 1 and it is finite and of the standard form or of the overlapped form,
or
w =
−→∏
n
k=1(αkak) ·
←−∏
n
k=1(bkβk)
if is of type 2 and it is finite and CBF(γn−1) is of the standard form or of the
overlapped form, or
w =
−→∏
n
k=1(αkak) · βn ·
←−∏
n−1
k=1 (bkβk)
if is of type 1 or 2 and it is finite and degenerate, or
w =
−→∏
k≥1(αkak) ·
←−∏
k≥1(bkβk)
if the iteration is infinite (and of any type). In fact, the last equality is valid as we
see from Lemma 3.9 or from Lemma 3.11, depending on the type of the iterated
factorization. We recall some results that we use to prove these lemmas.
Lemma 3.5 (cf. [2, Lemma 8.1.4]). Let S ∈ DS and let e ∈ E(S) and u ∈ S such
that u ≥J e. Then euReLue.
Corollary 3.6. Let S ∈ DA and let e, f ∈ E(S) and u ∈ S be such that u ≥J eJ f .
Then euf = ef .
Corollary 3.7 (cf. [2, Theorem 8.1.7]). Let S be a pro-DA semigroup and let
r, s, t ∈ S be such that c(s) ⊆ c(r) = c(t). Then rωstω = rωtω.
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Proposition 3.8 (cf. [2, Theorem 8.1.10]). Given w ∈ ΩADA, then w is idempotent
if and only if [w
u
] ∈ {0,∞}, for any u ∈ A+, where [w
u
] is the supremum of the
integers r such that ur is a subword of w.
We are now ready to prove the convergence of the infinite product in the iterated
central basic factorization of type 1 of w, as stated in the following lemma:
Lemma 3.9. Given w ∈ ΩADA\{1}, if w has an infinite iterated central basic
factorization of type 1, then w =
−→∏
k≥1(αkak) ·
←−∏
k≥1(bkβk).
Proof. The successive iterations of the central basic factorization of type 1 of w are
w =
−→∏
n
k=1(αkak) ·γn ·
←−∏
n
k=1(bkβk), for all n. By compactness, there exists a subse-
quence (
−→∏
m
k=1(αkak) , γm ,
←−∏
m
k=1(bkβk))m∈M that converges to some (α, γ, β). By
Proposition 3.8, α and β are idempotents, since c(αkak) = c(α) and c(bkβk) = c(β),
for all k, and also αJ β, by [2, Theorem 8.1.7], since they have the same content. It
follows, by Corollaries 3.6 and 3.4, that w = αγβ = αβ =
−→∏
k≥1(αkak)·
←−∏
k≥1(bkβk),
since c(γ) ⊆ c(α) = c(β). 
To show that the infinite product in the iterated central basic factorization of
type 2 of w converges we need to beware of the fact that the content of the factors
αkak and bkβk could decrease. In fact, the following lemma shows that the sequence
of these contents stabilizes.
Lemma 3.10. Let w ∈ ΩADA\{1} be such that the iterated central basic factor-
ization of type 2 of w is infinite, I2CBF(w) = α1a1α2a2 · · · · · · b2β2b1β1. Then
there exists N ∈ N such that, if i ≥ N , c(αiai) and c(biβi) are constant and equal,
for all i. Moreover, the pseudowords wi = αiaiαi+1ai+1 · · · · · · bi+1βi+1biβi, with
i ≥ N , have a standard central basic factorization.
Proof. We consider the sequence (wn = γn−1 = αnan · · · · · · bnβn)n≥1 of elements
of ΩADA\{1}. We have c(w1) = c(w) and c(wj) ⊆ c(wi), if i < j. Since I2CBF(w)
is infinite and A is a finite alphabet, it follows that, from a certain point on, the
contents c(wi) must stabilize. Let N be a integer such that, if i, j ≥ N , then
c(wi) = c(wj). We recall that, if the central basic factorization of wi, CBF(wi) =
αiaiγibiβi, is of the overlapped form, then ai /∈ c(γibiβi) and bi /∈ c(αiaiγi) and,
therefore, c(γi = wi+1) ( c(wi). On the other hand, if the central basic factorization
of wi is degenerate, then I2CBF(wi) is finite and, therefore, I2CBF(w) is also finite,
which contradicts the hypothesis. So, if i ≥ N , then CBF(wi) is standard. By
definition of standard central basic factorization and by the above, it follows that,
if i ≥ N , then c(αiai) = c(biβi) = c(wN ).
Finally, we note that, if i < N , then the central basic factorization of wi could
be of the standard or of the overlapped form. 
Lemma 3.11. Given w ∈ ΩADA\{1}, if w has an infinite iterated central basic
factorization of type 2, then w =
−→∏
k≥1(αkak) ·
←−∏
k≥1(bkβk).
Proof. Let I2CBF(w) = α1a1α2a2 · · · · · · b2β2b1β1, let N be an integer satisfying the
condition of Lemma 3.10 and let wN = αNaNαN+1aN+1 · · · · · · bN+1βN+1bNβN .
Note that, by Lemma 3.10, c(αkak) = c(wN ) = c(bkβk), for all k ≥ N . So, the
iterated central basic factorization of type 2 of wN coincides with the iterated
central basic factorization of type 1 of wN . Applying Lemma 3.9 to this iterated
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factorization, it follows that wN =
−→∏
k≥N (αkak) ·
←−∏
k≥N (bkβk) and, therefore, w =
−→∏
k≥1(αkak) ·
←−∏
k≥1(bkβk). 
Example 3.12. The iterated central basic factorizations of w = aωbωc2(ab)ωcabcω
of type 1 and of type 2 are, respectively:
I1CBF(w) = a
ωbω · c · ca · b · (ab)ω · a · bc · a · bcω
and I2CBF(w) = a
ωbω · c · ca · b · a · b · a · b · · · · · · a · b · a · b · a · bc · a · bcω.
Note that I1CBF(w) is finite, standard and of length 2 while I2CBF(w) is infinite.
The next step in our factorizations consists in applying successively the corre-
sponding factorization to each factor αi, βi and γn, the latter only in the case of a
finite iterated central basic factorization of type 1. We observe, by Proposition 3.13,
that this process is finite. For that purpose, we define two operations in ΩADA, op
1
and op2, as follows. We start with op1:
(i) Let u = a1 · · · anbn · · · b1 ∈ A+ and α1, . . . , αn, γn, βn, . . . , β1 ∈ ΩADA be
such that, for each i < n, ai /∈ c(αi), bi /∈ c(βi), αiai and biβi have the same
content as the product α1a1 · · ·αnanγnbnβn · · · b1β1 and, for i = n, either
an, bn, αnan, bnβn satisfy the same conditions, or an /∈ c(γn)∪{bn}∪c(βn),
bn /∈ c(αn)∪{an}∪c(γn), and αnanγnbn and anγnbnβn have the same con-
tent as α1a1 · · ·αnanγnbnβn · · · b1β1. We define op1u(α1, . . . , αn, γn, βn, . . . , β1) =
α1a1 · · ·αnanγnbnβn · · · b1β1.
(ii) Let u = a1 · · ·anbn−1 · · · b1 ∈ A
+ and α1, . . . , αn, βn, . . . , β1 ∈ ΩADA be
such that, for all i, ai /∈ c(αi), bi /∈ c(βi), an /∈ c(βn) and αiai, biβi and
anβn have the same content as the product α1a1 · · ·αnanβn · · · b1β1. We
define op1u(α1, . . . , αn, βn, . . . , β1) = α1a1 · · ·αnanβn · · · b1β1.
(iii) Let u =
−→∏
i≥1ai ·
←−∏
i≥1bi ∈ Aω+ω
∗
and α1, α2, . . . , β1, β2, . . . ∈ ΩADA
be such that, for all i, ai /∈ c(αi), bi /∈ c(βi) and αiai and biβi have
the same content as the product
−→∏
k≥1(αkak) ·
←−∏
k≥1(bkβk). We define
op1u(α1, α2, . . . , . . . , β2, β1) =
−→∏
i≥1(αiai) ·
←−∏
i≥1(biβi).
Similarly, we define op2, but now assuming that the contents could decrease:
(i) Let u = a1 · · · anbn · · · b1 ∈ A
+ and α1, . . . , αn, βn, . . . , β1 ∈ ΩADA be such
that, for each i < n, ai /∈ c(αi), bi /∈ c(βi), αiai and biβi have the same
content as the product αiai · · ·αnanbnβn · · · biβi and, for i = n, either an /∈
c(αn), bn /∈ c(βn), and αnan and bnβn have the same content as αnanbnβn,
or an /∈ {bn} ∪ c(βn), bn /∈ c(αn) ∪ {an} and αnanbn and anbnβn have
the same content as αnanbnβn. We define op
2
u(α1, . . . , αn, βn, . . . , β1) =
α1a1 · · ·αnanbnβn · · · b1β1.
(ii) Let u = a1 · · ·anbn−1 · · · b1 ∈ A+ and α1, . . . , αn, βn, . . . , β1 ∈ ΩADA be
such that, for all i, ai /∈ c(αi), bi /∈ c(βi), an /∈ c(βn), and αiai and biβi
have the same content as the product αiai · · ·αnanβn · · · biβi. We define
op2u(α1, . . . , αn, βn, . . . , β1) = α1a1 · · ·αnanβn · · · b1β1.
(iii) Let u =
−→∏
i≥1ai ·
←−∏
i≥1bi ∈ Aω+ω
∗
and α1, α2, . . . , β1, β2, . . . ∈ ΩADA
be such that, for all i, ai /∈ c(αi), bi /∈ c(βi) and αiai and biβi have
the same content as the product
−→∏
k≥i(αkak) ·
←−∏
k≥i(bkβk). We define
op2u(α1, α2, . . . , . . . , β2, β1) =
−→∏
i≥1(αiai) ·
←−∏
i≥1(biβi).
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Proposition 3.13. Each element of ΩADA can be obtained from 1 by applying suc-
cessively one of the described operations a number of times that does not exceed |A|.
Proof. Each w ∈ ΩADA\{1} has an iterated central basic factorization that involves
a finite (or infinite) product of letters ai and bi, which depends on the type of the
iterated factorization. As the content of each factor is strictly contained in c(w),
the result follows by induction on |c(w)|. 
We end this section by presenting some characterizations of the implicit opera-
tions on DA connected with its iterated central basic factorizations.
Let VwWi be the number of iterations until we obtain the iterated central basic
factorization of type i of w, with i ∈ {1, 2}. Note that VwWi ∈ N∪{∞}. We denote
by ‖w‖i the greatest integer n such that c(αnan) = c(bnβn) = c(w) and αnan and
bnβn are disjoint, in the iterated central basic factorization of type i of w. If this
maximum does not exist, we set ‖w‖i = ∞. If this condition does not occur for
any integer n, we set ‖w‖i = 0. Note that VwW1 = ‖w‖1 for the standard and
the overlapped case, and VwW1 − 1 = ‖w‖1 in the degenerate case. Moreover, we
have ‖w‖1 = ‖w‖2. The following statements are formulated for the iterated central
basic factorization of type 2, although we have similar results for the iterated central
basic factorization of type 1. We leave the details to the reader. From hereon, we
use the notation VwW and ‖w‖ instead of VwW2 and ‖w‖2, respectively.
Lemma 3.14. Let u, v ∈ ΩADA\{1}. If c(u) = c(v), then ‖uv‖ ≥ ‖u‖+ ‖v‖.
Proof. Let u = αu1au1 · · ·αumaumγumbumβum · · · bu1βu1 and v = αv1av1 · · ·αvn ·
avnγvnbvnβvn · · · bv1βv1 be, respectively, the m-iteration and the n-iteration of the
central basic factorization of u and v, with ‖u‖ = m and ‖v‖ = n, for m,n ∈ N.
Note that c(αuiaui) = c(buiβui) = c(u) = c(v) = c(αvjavj ) = c(bvjβvj ) for all i ≤ m
and j ≤ n. Since uv = αu1au1 · · ·aumγumbum · · · bu1βu1 ·αv1av1 · · ·avnγvnbvn · · · bv1βv1 ,
it is easy to see that ‖uv‖ ≥ m + n = ‖u‖ + ‖v‖. The case where ‖u‖ = ∞ or
‖v‖ =∞ is similar. 
We define the cumulative content of w ∈ ΩADA, and we denote it by ~c(w), to be
the empty set, if I2CBF(w) is finite, or the set of all letters a ∈ A such that there
exists N ∈ N such that, for all n ≥ N , a ∈ c(αnan) = c(bnβn), in the case where
I2CBF(w) is infinite.
Proposition 3.15. Let w ∈ ΩADA\{1}. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) DA |= w2 = w;
(ii) ‖w‖ =∞;
(iii) c(w) = ~c(w).
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii): Suppose that w is idempotent. By Lemma 3.14, we have ‖w‖ =
‖w2‖ ≥ 2‖w‖ which implies ‖w‖ = ∞ or ‖w‖ = 0. Since ‖w2‖ > 0, for all
w ∈ ΩADA\{1}, then we have ‖w‖ =∞.
(ii) ⇒ (i): Suppose that ‖w‖ = ∞, i.e., w =
−→∏
k≥1(αkak) ·
←−∏
k≥1(bkβk) with
c(αkak) = c(bkβk) = c(w), for all k. By Proposition 3.8, it follows that w is an
idempotent of ΩADA. Let ϕ : ΩADA → S be a continuous homomorphism in a
finite monoid S ∈ DA. Then ϕ(w) is an idempotent. Thus DA |= w2 = w.
(ii) ⇔ (iii): It follows immediately from the definition of cumulative content
of w. 
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Lemma 3.16. Let w = xyz ∈ ΩADA with c(x), c(z) ( c(w). Then ‖w‖ ≤ ‖y‖+1.
Proof. If ‖y‖ =∞ or x and z are the empty word, the result is trivial. Otherwise,
we proceed by induction on (|c(y)|, ‖y‖) where the pairs are in the lexicographic
order. Suppose that |c(y)| = 1. Since c(x), c(z) ( c(w), there exists a letter in
c(y)∪ c(z) that does not belongs to c(x) and there exists a letter in c(x)∪ c(y) that
does not belong to c(z). By definition of central basic factorization, the following
cases can occur:
(i) CBF(w) = (α, a, γ, b, β) of the standard form: In this case, the letters a
and b belong to the content of y (otherwise, c(x) = c(w) or c(z) = c(w)).
Since |c(y)| = 1, we have a = b. Moreover, a /∈ c(x) = c(z) and c(γ) =
{a} ( c(w), because γ is a factor of y and c(y) = {a}. It follows that ‖w‖ =
1.
(ii) CBF(w) = (α, a, γ, b, β) of the overlapped form: It follows, immediately,
that ‖w‖ = 0.
(iii) CBF(w) = (α, a, β) of the degenerate form: It follows, immediately, that ‖w‖ =
0.
Now, suppose that |c(y)| > 1. Let y1 be a prefix of yz and let y2 be a suffix of
xy such that y1 is minimal for c(xy1) = c(w) and y2 is minimal for c(y2z) = c(w).
Note that xy1 is one of the products αa or αaγb, according to the CBF(w) is of
the standard or of the degenerate form, in the first case, or of the overlapped form,
in the second case. We have the dual result for the factor y2z and, therefore, the
existence of these factors is justified. We also note that y1 and y2 are non-empty
words, by the hypothesis c(x), c(z) ( c(w). If y1 is not a prefix of y or y2 is not
a suffix of y, then the central basic factorization of w is overlapped and, therefore,
‖w‖ = 0. Suppose that y1 is a prefix of y and y2 is a suffix of y. Two cases can
occur: y = y1y
′y2, with y
′ possibly empty, or y1 and y2 are not disjoint factors
of y. In the latter case, the central basic factorization of w is of the overlapped
form or of the degenerate form and, therefore, ‖w‖ = 0. Suppose that y = y1y′y2,
with y′ possibly empty. If c(y′) ( c(w), then ‖w‖ = 1 and the result follows.
Suppose that c(y′) = c(w) and, therefore, ‖w‖ = ‖y′‖+ 1. We consider the central
basic factorization of y, CBF(y). The cases where CBF(y) are of the degenerate
or of the overlapped form are trivial, because ‖y′‖ = 0 (note that c(y′) = c(y)).
Suppose that CBF(y) = (α, a, γ, b, β) is of the standard form. Then there exist y′1
and y′2 such that αa = y1y
′
1, bβ = y
′
2y2 and y
′
1γy
′
2 = y
′. We have c(γ) ( c(y) or
‖γ‖ = ‖y‖ − 1. If c(γ) ( c(y), then ‖y‖ = 1, ‖y′‖ ≤ 1 and ‖w‖ ≤ 2. Otherwise,
it follows that c(γ) = c(y) = c(y′) = c(w). If c(y′1), c(y
′
2) ( c(γ), by induction
hypothesis, it follows that ‖y′‖ ≤ ‖γ‖+ 1 = ‖y‖. Thus ‖w‖ ≤ ‖y‖+ 1. Otherwise,
c(y′1) = c(γ), c(y
′
2) = c(γ), or both occur simultaneously. Suppose, by symmetry,
that c(y′1) = c(γ) = c(w). Since αa = y1y
′
1 is the minimum prefix of y such that
c(αa) = c(w), it follows that y′1 is the minimum prefix of y
′ such that c(y′1) = c(w).
It follows that ‖w‖ = ‖y′‖+ 1 ≤ ‖γ‖+ 2 = ‖y‖+ 1. 
Corollary 3.17. Let w = x1 · · ·xr ∈ ΩADA with c(xi) ( c(w), for all i. Then
‖w‖ < r2 .
Proof. If r = 2, then ‖w‖ = 0, since the central basic factorization of w is of
the overlapped form. If r = 3, then, depending of the type of the central basic
factorization of w, we have ‖w‖ = 1 or ‖w‖ = 0. If r > 3, by the previous
lemma, we have ‖w‖ ≤ ‖x2 · · ·xr−1‖ + 1. It follows, by induction on r, that
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‖w‖ ≤ r−32 + 1 =
r
2 −
1
2 , in the case where r is odd, or ‖w‖ ≤
r
2 − 1, in the case
where r is even. In any case, ‖w‖ < r2 . 
4. Representation of implicit operations on DA
4.1. Two tree representations. We present two distinct representations of the
implicit operations on DA by trees. The first one comes from ideas used by Almeida
and Weil [7] for representing implicit operations over R. In the second one, we
extend to DA some techniques developed by Almeida and Zeitoun [8] to solve the
word problem for ω-terms over R. We end the subsection by giving a more compact
representation of the second tree representation using automata.
4.1.1. Representation by finite-height trees. Let A be a finite alphabet. We define
the set T1(A) to be a set of trees of finite height and with a number of vertices that
may be infinite. The set T1(A) consists of all trees with a root and satisfying the
following conditions:
(1) The vertices which are direct descendants of a vertex v, and that we call
the progeny of v, are ordered with order type n, with n finite and odd, or
with order type ω + ω∗.
(2) The direct descendants (or sons) of a vertex are ordered as follows: reading
from left to right, and also from right to left, they switch between a vertex
which we call node and a vertex which we call leaf and always starting,
whether we read from the left or from the right, by a node.
(3) A node has one and only one of the following properties: either it has
descendants, or it is labeled by 1 (in this case we call it a degenerate node).
(4) A leaf does not have descendants and it is labeled by a letter in A.
(5) The content of a leaf consists of its label; the content of a node is the set
of labels of its descendants leaves; the content of a degenerate node is ∅.
For each non-degenerate node v, let vi and fi be, respectively, the i-th node and
the i-th leaf, when we read from left to right, in the progeny of v and let v′i and f
′
i
be, respectively, the i-th node and the i-th leaf, when we read from right to left, in
the progeny of v. Three distinct cases can occur, depending if the progeny of v has
order type ω + ω∗, 4m− 1 or 4m+ 1:
(6) The case ω + ω∗: For all i < ω, we have c(fi) /∈ c(vi), c(f ′i) /∈ c(v
′
i) and
c(vi) ∪ c(fi) = c(f ′i) ∪ c(v
′
i) = c(v).
(7) The case 4m − 1: For all i ≤ m, we have c(fi) /∈ c(vi), c(f ′i) /∈ c(v
′
i) and
c(vi) ∪ c(fi) = c(f ′i) ∪ c(v
′
i) = c(v).
(8) The case 4m + 1: For all i < m, we have c(fi) /∈ c(vi), c(f
′
i) /∈ c(v
′
i) and
c(vi) ∪ c(fi) = c(f ′i) ∪ c(v
′
i) = c(v). For f = fm or f = f
′
m, then one and
only one of the following cases can occur:
(8-a) c(fm) /∈ c(vm), c(f ′m) /∈ c(v
′
m), c(vm) ∪ c(fm) = c(f
′
m) ∪ c(v
′
m) = c(v)
and c(vm+1) 6= c(v).
(8-b) c(fm) /∈ c(vm+1)∪ c(f ′m)∪ c(v
′
m), c(f
′
m) /∈ c(vm)∪ c(fm)∪ c(vm+1) and
c(vm)∪c(fm)∪c(vm+1)∪c(f ′m) = c(fm)∪c(vm+1)∪c(f
′
m)∪c(v
′
m) = c(v).
Note that the contents of the successive descendants nodes of a branch strictly
decrease. It follows that the height of t ∈ T1(A) is at most |A|.
We define the mapping % : T1(A) → ΩADA as follows. Let t ∈ T1(A). We
obtain %(t) as the ordered reading, from left to right, of the labels of the leaves
of t. Formally, we define %(t) by induction on the height of t. If t has height 0,
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then t is only a vertex, which is a degenerate node, and we set %(t) = 1. Suppose
that t has non-zero height. Let a1, . . . , an, bn, . . . , b1 be the labels of the leaves that
are direct descendants of the root (in case the number of leaves is finite and odd,
we have a1, . . . , an, bn−1, . . . , b1, and, in case that this number is infinite, we have
a1, a2, . . . . . . , b2, b1, respectively) and let t1, . . . , tn, tn+1, t
′
n, . . . , t
′
1 (respectively,
t1, . . . , tn, t
′
n, . . . , t
′
1 and t1, t2, . . . . . . , t
′
2, t
′
1 ) be the subtrees attached to each direct
descendant node of the root. Note that each subtree has height strictly lower than
the height of t. Let
%(t) =
−→∏
n
i≥1(%(ti)ai) · %(tn+1) ·
←−∏
n
i≥1(bi%(t
′
i))
respectively
%(t) =
−→∏
n
i≥1(%(ti)ai) · %(t
′
n) ·
←−∏
n−1
i≥1 (bi%(t
′
i))
or
%(t) =
−→∏
i≥1(%(ti)ai) ·
←−∏
i≥1(bi%(t
′
i)).
Lemma 4.1. The factorization used in the definition of %(t) is the iterated central
basic factorization of type 1 defined in the previous section.
Proof. It suffices to note that, by properties (6), (7) and (8) from the definition of
tree t ∈ T1(A), a1 and b1 are, respectively, the first occurrence of the last appearing
letter when we read from left to right and from right to left. The other labels
a2, . . . , b2 in the progeny of the root satisfy the same condition in the subtree of t
which results from eliminating the first two and the last two branches that leave
from the root and so on, until the content of the subtree decreases, as in the
iteration of type 1 of the central basic factorization defined previously. Since, by
Proposition 3.1 this factorization is unique, it follows that the factorization of %(t)
is the iterated central basic factorization of type 1. 
Theorem 4.2. The mapping % : T1(A)→ ΩADA is a bijection.
Proof. Let t and t¯ be distinct elements in T1(A). Let a1, a2, . . . , b2, b1 be the labels
of the leaves which are direct descendants of the root of t and let t1, t2, . . . , t
′
2,
t′1 be the subtrees attached to each direct descendant node of the root of t (as we
have defined previously). Similarly, we define a¯1, a¯2, . . . , b¯2, b¯1 and t¯1, t¯2, . . . , t¯
′
2, t¯
′
1
with respect to t¯. Let k be minimum with tk 6= t¯k, ak 6= a¯k, t′k 6= t¯
′
k or bk 6= b¯k and
consider the k-th iteration of the central basic factorization of %(t) and %(t¯):
%(t) = %(t1)a1 · · · %(tk)akγkbk%(t
′
k) · · · b1%(t
′
1)
and
%(t¯) = %(t¯1)a¯1 · · · %(t¯k)a¯kγ¯k b¯k%(t¯
′
k) · · · b¯1%(t¯
′
1).
Note that, if we have 2n+ 1 nodes in the progeny of the root, with k = n+ 1, i.e.,
when t and t¯ differ in the subtree attached at the node in the central position, we
only iterate k− 1 times. Proceeding by induction on the height of t, it follows that
%(tk) 6= %(t¯k), ak 6= a¯k, %(t′k) 6= %(t¯
′
k) or bk 6= b¯k. Since, by Proposition 3.1, the
central basic factorization is unique, we deduce that %(t) 6= %(t¯).
Let w ∈ ΩADA. To verify that the mapping is onto, we proceed by induction
on |c(w)|. If |c(w)| = 0, then w = 1 and w = %(t), where t is a tree with just one
vertex. If |c(w)| 6= 0, then w = op1u(α1, α2, . . . , β2, β1), where u = a1a2 · · · b2b1 is an
element in A+ ∪Aω+ω
∗
and α1, α2, . . . , β2, β1 satisfy the conditions used to define
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op1u: for all i, c(w) = c(αiai), c(w) = c(biβi), ai /∈ c(αi) and bi /∈ c(βi). Moreover,
if |u| is finite and odd, then, since an is the letter at the central position, we also
have an /∈ c(βn). If |u| = n is finite and even and the central basic factorization
of w is of the overlapped form, we have that, for k = n, an /∈ c(γn) ∪ {bn} ∪ c(βn)
and bn /∈ c(αn)∪{an}∪ c(γn). It follows that c(αi) and c(βi) are strictly contained
in c(w), for all i. For all i, let ti and t
′
i be elements in T1(A) such that %(ti) = αi
and %(t′i) = βi. Then w = %(t), where t is the subtree of T1(A) whose leaves of
the progeny of the root are labeled with a1, a2, . . . , b2, b1 and whose nodes of this
progeny have the subtrees t1, t2, . . . , t
′
2, t
′
1 attached, respectively. 
Example 4.3. The tree in T1(A) which represents w = a
ωbωc2(ab)ωcabcω ∈ ΩADA
is the following:
aa
a b
b b
c b a a
c a b a
a b
b c b c
c c1 1
1
1 1
11 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1
4.1.2. Representation by quasi-ternary trees. Let A be a finite alphabet. We define
a set T2(A) of quasi-ternary trees with labeled vertices, of which there may be
infinitely many, and whose heights of the central branches can be infinite too. The
set T2(A) consists of all trees with a root such that:
(i) The vertices are labeled with a pair of letters in A, or with a letter in A
(degenerate vertex), or with a letter ε /∈ A (final vertex).
(ii) The vertices which are labeled with a pair of letters have three direct de-
scendants. The degenerate vertices have only two direct descendants. The
final vertices do not have descendants.
We define recursively the content of a vertex v, c(v), to be the union of the
contents of their sons with the set of its labels. The left content of a vertex v, cl(v),
is the content of its left son. Dually, one may define the right content of a vertex v,
cr(v). In the case where the vertex is non-degenerate, we also define the central
content of a vertex v, cc(v), to be the content of its central son.
The set T2(A) also satisfies the following condition:
(iii) For each non-final vertex v one of the following cases occurs:
(iii-a) Non-degenerate case: Let (m1,m2) be the label of v. Then only one
of the following cases occurs: either
m1 /∈ cl(v), m2 /∈ cr(v) and cl(v) ∪ {m1} = {m2} ∪ cr(v) = c(v),
or
m1 /∈ cc(v) ∪ {m2} ∪ cr(v), m2 /∈ cl(v) ∪ {m1} ∪ cc(v) and
cl(v) ∪ {m1} ∪ cc(v) ∪ {m2} = {m1} ∪ cc(v) ∪ {m2} ∪ cr(v) = c(v).
(iii-b) Degenerate case: Let m be the label of v. We have m /∈ cl(v), m /∈
cr(v) and cl(v) ∪ {m} = {m} ∪ cr(v) = c(v).
Observe that the contents of the vertices of the successive descendants from the
right or from the left branches strictly decrease. We define the depth of t ∈ T2(A),
d(t), to be the maximum distance to the root of vertices which do not have as an
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ancestor a vertex from a central branch. It follows that the depth of t is at most |A|,
but it can be strictly smaller. As an example, d(a1 · · · an) = 1, with ai 6= aj if i 6= j.
We define the mapping ρ : T2(A)→ ΩADA recursively as follows. Let t ∈ T2(A).
If t has non-zero depth, i.e., t is just a vertex with label ε, we set ρ(t) = 1.
Otherwise, let v0, v1 and v2 (v0 and v2 in the degenerate case) be the vertices
descending directly from the root vε. For each vertex vi, with i ∈ {0, 1, 2}∗, let vi0,
vi1 and vi2 (vi0 and vi2 in the degenerate case) be the sons of vi. Let l(i,0) and l(i,2)
be the labels of vi (in the degenerate case, let l(i,0) be this label). We denote by ti0,
ti1 and ti2 the subtrees that begin at the sons vi0, vi1 and vi2, respectively. Then,
ρ(t) is described as follows:
ρ(t) = ρ(t0) · l(ε,0) · ρ(t10) · l(1,0) · · · · · · l(1,2) · ρ(t12) · l(ε,2) · ρ(t2)
if the central body of the tree is infinite. If it is finite, we have one of the following
cases:
ρ(t) = ρ(t0) · l(ε,0) · · · ρ(t1n−10) · l(1n−1,0) · l(1n−1,2) · ρ(t1n−12) · · · l(ε,2) · ρ(t2)
or
ρ(t) = ρ(t0) · l(ε,0) · · · ρ(t1n−10) · l(1n−1,0) · ρ(t1n−12) · · · l(ε,2) · ρ(t2).
Lemma 4.4. The factorization used in the definition of ρ(t) is the iterated central
basic factorization of type 2 defined above.
Proof. By Property (iii) from the tree’s definition, we know that l(ε,0) and l(ε,2)
are, respectively, the first occurrence of the last appearing letter when we read,
respectively, from left to right and from right to left. The other labels from this
factorization arise from the inductive process of applying the same factorization to
the subtree of t that has as a root the central son of the root of t. This process
ends when the root of the subtree that we are considering is degenerate or, if it
is not degenerate, it has as a central son a final vertex. By Proposition 3.1, this
factorization is unique and the iteration ends with the same condition of the iterated
central basic factorization of type 2 of ρ(t). Thus the factorizations are equal. 
Theorem 4.5. The mapping ρ : T2(A)→ ΩADA is a bijection.
Proof. Let t and t¯ be distinct elements of T2(A). Let k be minimum for l(1k,0) 6=
l¯(1k,0), l(1k,2) 6= l¯(1k,2), t1k0 6= t¯1k0 or t1k2 6= t¯1k2. Consider the k + 1-iteration of
the central basic factorization of ρ(t) and ρ(t¯):
ρ(t) = ρ(t0) · l(ε,0) · · · ρ(t1k0) · l(1k,0) · ρ(t1k+1) · l(1k,2) · ρ(t1k2) · · · l(ε,2) · ρ(t2)
and
ρ(t¯) = ρ(t¯0) · l¯(ε,0) · · · ρ(t¯1k0) · l¯(1k,0) · ρ(t¯1k+1) · l¯(1k,2) · ρ(t¯1k2) · · · l¯(ε,2) · ρ(t¯2).
Proceeding by induction on the depth of t and t¯, it follows that l(1k,0) 6= l¯(1k,0),
l(1k,2) 6= l¯(1k,2), ρ(t1k0) 6= ρ(t¯1k0) or ρ(t1k2) 6= ρ(t¯1k2). Since, by Proposition 3.1,
this factorization is unique, it follows that ρ(t) 6= ρ(t¯).
Let w ∈ ΩADA. To verify that ρ is onto, we proceed by induction on |c(w)|.
If |c(w)| = 0, then w = 1 and w = ρ(t), where t is the tree with just one vertex
labeled by ε. If |c(w)| 6= 0, then we consider the iterated central basic factorization
of w, w = α1a1α2a2 · · · · · · b2β2b1β1 (or one of the other previously described
cases). Note that c(αk) and c(βk) are strictly contained in c(w), for all k. For
all k, let t1k−10 and t1k−12 be elements in T2(A) such that ρ(t1k−10) = αk and
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ρ(t1k−12) = βk. Then w = ρ(t), where t is the tree in T2(A) whose central vertices
are labeled with (a1, b1), (a2, b2), etc., and with the subtrees t1k−10 and t1k−12, for
each k, respectively attached. 
Example 4.6. We have the following representation by a tree in T2(A) of the
pseudoword w = aωbωc2(ab)ωcabcω ∈ ΩADA:
 a,b  b,c b,a
 b,a
 b,a a  b
 b,a
 c,a
 b,b
 b,b
 b,b a,a
 a,a
 a,a
 c,c
 c,c
 c,c
b,c
ε ε
ε ε
ε
ε ε
ε ε
ε ε ε
ε
ε ε
ε ε
ε
ε
ε
ε
εεε
ε ε
ε ε
a b
c,a
ε
4.1.3. Representation by automata. It is sometimes convenient to compress the tree
representation described in 4.1.2. We do it by identifying vertices which have the
same attached subtrees. We begin with the definition of DA-automaton.
An A-labeled DA-automaton is a tuple A = (V,→, q, F, λ) where (V,→, q, F ) is
a non-empty deterministic automaton (which may be infinite) over the alphabet
B = {0, 1, 2} and λ : V → A× A ∪A ∪ {ε} is a total function. It also satisfies the
following conditions:
(A1) The set of final states is F = λ−1(ε).
(A2) There are no outgoing transitions from F .
(A3) Let v ∈ V \F . Then both v.0 and v.2 are defined. We also have v.1 defined
if and only if λ(v) ∈ A×A. Otherwise, λ(v) ∈ A.
(A4) Given v ∈ V \F with λ(v) = (λ1(v), λ2(v)) ∈ A × A we have one and only
one of the following cases:
(i) λ1(v.B∗) ∪ λ2(v.B∗) = [λ1(v.0B∗) ∪ λ2(v.0B∗)]
◦
∪ λ1(v)
and λ1(v.B∗) ∪ λ2(v.B∗) = [λ1(v.2B∗) ∪ λ2(v.2B∗)]
◦
∪ λ2(v),
(ii) λ1(v.B∗)∪λ2(v.B∗) = λ1(v)
◦
∪[λ1(v.1B∗)∪λ2(v.1B∗)∪λ2(v)∪λ1(v.2B∗)∪
λ2(v.2B∗)]
and λ1(v.B∗)∪λ2(v.B∗) = [λ1(v.0B∗)∪λ2(v.0B∗)∪λ1(v)∪λ1(v.1B∗)∪
λ2(v.1B∗)]
◦
∪ λ2(v),
where we consider, for each vertex v′ such that λ(v′) ∈ A, λ(v′) = λ1(v′).
(A5) Given v ∈ V \F with λ(v) = λ1(v) ∈ A we have
λ1(v.B∗) ∪ λ2(v.B∗) = [λ1(v.0B∗) ∪ λ2(v.0B∗)]
◦
∪ λ1(v)
and λ1(v.B∗) ∪ λ2(v.B∗) = [λ1(v.2B∗) ∪ λ2(v.2B∗)]
◦
∪ λ1(v)
where, again, we consider, for each vertex v′ such that λ(v′) ∈ A, λ(v′) =
λ1(v′).
The trees defined in 4.1.2 are DA-automata such that every state is reached from
the initial state by a unique path. We call these trees DA-trees.
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Given a DA-automaton A = (V,→, q, F, λ) and v ∈ V , the subautomaton of A
with initial state v is the DA-automaton Av = (V ∩ v.B∗,→, v, F ∩ v.B∗, λ|V ∩v.B∗).
Observe that, by conditions (A4) and (A5), if v.α is defined, then |α|0 + |α|2 ≤
|A|. Moreover, each time we follow a transition labeled 0 or 2, we end up in a
subautomaton labeled by an alphabet strictly contained in the previous one. It
follows that, if p0
a1−→ p1
a2−→ · · ·
an−−→ pn = p0 is a closed path of A, then ai = 1 for
all i = 1, ..., n.
We say that two DA-automata A = (Vi,→i, qi, Fi, λi) (i = 0, 1) are isomorphic
if there is a bijection ϕ : V0 → V1 such that, for all v ∈ V and for all a ∈ B,
ϕ(v.a) = ϕ(v).a and λ1(ϕ(v)) = λ0(v).
We say that two DA-automata A = (Vi,→i, qi, Fi, λi) (i = 0, 1) are k-equivalent
if
for all α ∈ B∗, |α| ≤ k =⇒ λ0(q0.α) = λ1(q1.α).
We say that two DA-automata are equivalent if they are k-equivalent for all k ≥ 0.
We write A0 ∼k A1 to denote the k-equivalence and we set ∼ =
⋂
∼k. Note that
equivalent DA-trees are isomorphic, since, as we said above, each state is completely
determined by the unique path starting at the initial state and ending at this state.
Lemma 4.7. Any DA-automaton has a unique (up to isomorphism of DA-trees)
equivalent DA-tree.
Proof. Let A = (V,→, q, F, λ) be a DA-automaton. We define the DA-tree T =
(W,→, p,G, ν) as follows. Let W = {α ∈ B∗ | q.α is defined}, p = ε, ν(α) = λ(q.α)
and G = ν−1(ε). If q.α0 and q.α2 are defined, i.e., if λ(q.α) 6= ε, then we define
the transitions α
0
−→ α0 and α
2
−→ α2. Moreover, if q.α1 is also defined, which
corresponds to λ(q.α) ∈ A×A, then we have also the transition α
1
−→ α1 of T . It is
easy to see that the properties (A1)-(A5) remain valid and the uniqueness of this
construction results from the fact that equivalent DA-trees are isomorphic. 
We call the unfolding of A the unique (up to isomorphism) DA-tree ~A equivalent
to the DA-automaton A.
Corollary 4.8. Let A and A′ be DA-automata. Then A ∼ A′ if and only if ~A = ~A′.
We define the value pi(A) ∈ ΩADA of a DA-automaton A by pi(A) = ρ( ~A). Given
a DA-automaton A = (V,→, q, F, λ) and v ∈ V , let [v] = pi(Av).
Lemma 4.9. Let A = (V,→, q, F, λ) be a DA-automaton and v ∈ V \F . Then, the
central basic factorization of [v] is [v.0] ·λ1(v) · [v.1] ·λ2(v) · [v.2], if v.1 is defined, or
[v.0] ·λ1(v) · [v.2], otherwise. Thus, by uniqueness of the central basic factorization,
we have, for u, v ∈ V \F ,
[u] = [v] =⇒


λ1(u) = λ1(v)
λ2(u) = λ2(v)
[u.0] = [v.0]
[u.1] = [v.1]
[u.2] = [v.2]
respectively,
[u] = [v] =⇒


λ1(u) = λ1(v)
[u.0] = [v.0]
[u.2] = [v.2].
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Proof. It suffices to proceed by induction on c([v]) taking into account the definition
of central basic factorization. 
We call the wrapping of a DA-automaton A = (V,→, q, F, λ) the DA-automaton
[A] = ([V ],→, [q], [F ], ν) where:
(i) [V ] = {[v] | v ∈ V } ⊆ ΩADA;
(ii) [v].0 = [v.0], [v].1 = [v.1] and [v].2 = [v.2];
(iii) ν([v]) = λ(v).
This automaton is obtained from A by identifying states representing the same
pseudoword. For w ∈ ΩADA we define the wrapped DA-automaton of w to be
A(w) = [ρ−1(w)].
The value of a path p0
δ0−→ p1
δ1−→ · · ·
δn−→ pn+1 in a DA-automaton is the product∏n
i=0(δi, λ(pi)) ∈ (B × (A × A ∪ A))
∗. The language L(v) ⊆ (B × (A × A ∪ A))∗
associated to the state v ∈ A is the set of values of all the paths starting at v
and ending at a final state. The language L(A) associated to A is the language
associated to its initial state. Finally, the language L(w) associated to w is L(w) =
L(A(w)).
Note that, if we consider the automaton obtained from A(w) by replacing the
label of each edge in A(w) by the pair whose first component is the label that
this edge has in A(w) and the second component is the label of the initial vertex
of the edge in A(w), then it is an automaton that recognizes L(w). We see this
replacement in Example 4.12.
Lemma 4.10. Let A1 and A2 be two DA-automata. We have L(A1) = L(A2) if
and only if ~A1 = ~A2.
Proof. It suffices to note that L(A) uniquely determines the maximal paths in A,
which in turn determines ~A. 
Proposition 4.11. Let v, w ∈ ΩADA. Then DA |= v = w if and only if L(v) =
L(w).
Proof. By Theorem 4.5, we have t(v) = t(w) if and only if DA |= v = w. The result
now follows from the previous lemma. 
Example 4.12. The wrapped DA-automaton of w = aωbωc2(ab)ωcabcω ∈ ΩADA
is presented in the following figure. Note that it is a finite automaton.
0
1
2
0
ca
3
1
ca
4
2
ca
1
ab5
0
ab
6
2
ab
7
0b
a8
1b
a
9
2b
a
1b
c
0b
c
10
2b
c
0
aa
2
aa
1
aa
0bb
2bb
1bb
0
ca
1
ca
2
ca
1b
a
11
0b
a
12
2b
a
0b
c
1b
c
2b
c
0
cc
2
cc
1
cc
0
a
2
a
0b2b
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4.2. Representation by labeled orderings. We consider, in the set of linear or-
derings, the subalgebra generated by the ordinal 1 and by the following operations:
+ : (o1, o2) 7→ o1 + o2,
θ : (o1, o2, . . . , . . . , o
′
2, o
′
1) 7→ o1 + o2 + · · · · · ·+ o
′
2 + o
′
1.
We call an element of this subalgebra a ∗-linear ordering. Note that a ∗-linear
ordering has the following properties: it is countable since it is a countable sum
of countable orderings, it has a minimum element and a maximum element, any
element except the maximum has a successor and any element except the minimum
has a predecessor.
Given a ∗-linear ordering o, we consider a representation of o in the free algebra
generated by {1} and by the operations + and θ, 〈{1}; +, θ〉. We define the rank of
this representation to be the maximum number of nested operations θ. The rank
of o, r(o), is the minimum of the ranks of the representations of o.
Lemma 4.13. Given a ∗-linear ordering o, any closed interval in o is also a ∗-linear
ordering.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the rank of o. The case r(o) = 0 is trivial,
since it corresponds to the finite linear orderings, and the case r(o) = 1 is easy to
show: if o is a ∗-linear ordering such that r(o) = 1, then o = (ω + ω∗)m, with m
finite, and the closed intervals in o are of the form m, with m finite, or (ω+ω∗)m′,
with m′ ≤ m. In any case, they also are ∗-linear orderings. Suppose that the result
is verified for r(o) < n. Let o be a ∗-linear ordering such that r(o) = n > 1. Then
o = θ(o1, o2, . . . , o
′
2, o
′
1)m for some representation of o, where oi and o
′
i are ∗-linear
orderings such that r(oi) < n and r(o
′
i) < n, for all i, and m is finite. Let o
′ be a
closed interval in o. Then one of the following cases can occur, for some integers j
and k:
(1) o′ ⊆ oj ;
(2) o′ ⊆ o′k;
(3) o′ ⊆ oj + oj+1 + · · ·+ ok−1 + ok and oj+1 + · · ·+ ok−1 ⊂ o′;
(4) o′ ⊆ o′j + o
′
j−1 + · · ·+ o
′
k+1 + o
′
k and o
′
j−1 + · · ·+ o
′
k+1 ⊂ o
′;
(5) o′ ⊆ oj + oj+1 + · · · · · ·+ o′k+1 + o
′
k and oj+1 + · · · · · ·+ o
′
k+1 ⊂ o
′;
(6) o′ ⊆ o¯+ θ(o1, o2, . . . , . . . , o
′
2, o
′
1)m
′ + o¯′ and θ(o1, o2, . . . , . . . , o
′
2, o
′
1)m
′ ⊂ o,
with 0 < m′ < m, o¯ is of the form (2), (4) or (5) with k = 1, and o¯′ is of
the form (1), (3) or (5) with j = 1.
We treat the case (5) in detail. The other cases are similar. In this case, we have
that oj ∩ o′ and o′k ∩ o
′ are closed intervals in oj and o
′
k, respectively, and r(oj) < n
and r(o′k) < n. By induction hypothesis, we have that oj ∩ o
′ and o′k ∩ o
′ are
∗-linear orderings. It follows that o′ = θ(oj ∩ o′, oj+1, . . . , . . . , o′k+1, o
′
k ∩ o
′) is a
∗-linear ordering. 
Given a finite alphabet A, let LO∗(A) be the set of ∗-labeled linear orderings in
A, where an element (o, l) ∈ LO∗(A) is such that o is a linear ordering in 〈{1}; +, θ〉
and l is a labeling l : o→ A.
Let o = (o, l) be a ∗-labeled linear ordering. A partition of o in two non-empty
intervals (o1,o2), where each element of o2 is greater than all elements of o1, is
called a Dedekind cut in o. We say that a Dedekind cut (o1,o2) is a gap in o if
the first interval does not have a maximum and the second interval does not have a
minimum. An ordering is complete if it does not have any gap. Given an incomplete
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ordering o = (o, l) ∈ LO∗(A), its completion is isomorphic to the set of Dedekind
cuts in o ordered by the relation (o1,o2) ≤ (o′1,o
′
2
) if o1 ⊆ o′1. For details, see
Rosenstein [12].
Given a Dedekind cut (o1,o2) in o, we define the set of right cofinal letters of
o1, cr(o1) and the set of left cofinal letters of o2, cl(o2) to be the following:
cr(o1) = {a ∈ A | ∀p ∈ o1 ∃q ∈ o1 : p < q ∧ l(q) = a},
cl(o2) = {a ∈ A | ∀p ∈ o2 ∃q ∈ o2 : q < p ∧ l(q) = a}.
We say that a ∗-linear ordering o satisfies the cofinal property if, for every Dedekind
cut (o1,o2) in o, cr(o1) = cl(o2). We call this set the cofinal set of (o1,o2) and
we write c((o1,o2)) = cr(o1) = cl(o2).
Let o ∈ LO∗(A) be a labeled linear ordering satisfying the cofinal property. We
define the following labeling function of the set Do of Dedekind cuts of o:
l : Do → P(A)
(o1,o2) 7→
{
{a} if (o1,o2) is not a gap and l(maxo1) = a
c((o1,o2)) if (o1,o2) is a gap.
We say that o = (o, l) ∈ LO∗(A) is a reduced A-labeled ∗-linear ordering if it
satisfies the following conditions:
(i) o satisfies the cofinal property;
(ii) Given two distinct gaps in o with the same cofinal set, there exists a
Dedekind cut between them whose label is not contained in this cofinal
set.
Let rLO∗(A) be the set of all reduced A-labeled ∗-linear orderings. To each tree
t ∈ T1(A) we associate a ∗-labeled linear ordering µ(t) by ordering the set of the
leaves of t from left to right. Formally, the set of the leaves of t, F (t), is ordered
as follows: given two elements f and f ′, let vff ′ be the deepest node which is a
common ancestor of f and f ′, and vf and vf ′ the sons of vff ′ which are ancestors
of f and f ′, respectively (note that we can have vf = f or vf ′ = f
′). If vf < vf ′ in
the progeny of vff ′ , then we say that f < f
′. It is easy to verify that this defines a
linear ordering in F (t). Let o be the corresponding linear ordering and let l : o→ A
be the labeling function which maps each leaf to its label. We put µ(t) = (o, l).
Proposition 4.14. For each t ∈ T1(A), µ(t) ∈ rLO
∗(A).
Proof. We proceed by induction on the height of t, h(t), where the case h(t) = 0 is
trivial. Recall that the order type of each progeny is m, with m finite, or ω + ω∗.
Let t be a tree with non-zero height and let t1, t2, . . . , . . . , t
′
2, t
′
1 be the subtrees
attached to the nodes which are sons of the root of t. By induction hypothesis,
o(ti), o(t
′
i) ∈ 〈{1}; +, θ〉 for all i. It follows that o(t) = o(t1) + 1 + o(t2) + 1 +
· · · · · ·+ 1+ o(t′2) + 1 + o(t
′
1) is an element of the subalgebra, since it is a finite or
infinite sum of elements of the subalgebra (in the first case, we apply a sufficient
number of times the operator + and, in the second case, we apply the operator θ).
Since the height of t ∈ T1(A) is at most |A|, it follows that µ(t) ∈ LO
∗(A).
Let (o1,o2) be a Dedekind cut in µ(t). If this cut is not a gap in µ(t), then
cr(o1) = cl(o2) = ∅. Suppose that it is a gap in µ(t). This corresponds to dividing
the tree in the middle of the progeny of a node v with order ω+ω∗. By Property (4)
from the definition of tree in T1(A), we have that c(vi)∪c(fi) = c(v′i)∪c(f
′
i) = c(v),
for all i, where vi and fi are, respectively, the i-th node and the i-th leaf of the
progeny of v, when we count from left to right, and v′i and f
′
i are, respectively,
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the i-th node and the i-th leaf of the progeny of v, when we count from right to
left. Recall that the content of a node is the set of the labels of the descendants
leaves. It follows that cr(o1) = cl(o2) = c(v) and, therefore, µ(t) satisfies the
cofinal property.
Now, we show that condition (ii) holds. Let (o1,o2) < (o
′
1
,o′
2
) be two distinct
gaps in o with the same cofinal set and let v and v′ be the nodes whose progenies
are split in two by the intervals of the gaps (o1,o2) and (o
′
1
,o′
2
), respectively. Let
v¯ and v¯′ be the the deepest ancestor of v and v′, respectively, such that v¯ and v¯′
are in the same progeny. Note that v¯ < v¯′ and that c((o1,o2)) = c((o
′
1
,o′
2
)) ⊆ c(v¯)
and c((o1,o2)) = c((o
′
1
,o′
2
)) ⊆ c(v¯′). Suppose that this progeny has order ω + ω∗.
If v¯ is in a position of ω, let f be the leaf that succeeds v¯ in the progeny and, in
case v¯ is in a position of ω∗, and so is v¯′, let f be the leaf that precedes v¯′ in the
progeny. Then, by Property (6) from the definition of tree, we have c(f) /∈ c(v¯) or
c(f) /∈ c(v¯′). We consider the Dedekind cut in o and between the two gaps, (o′′
1
,o′′
2
),
such that max o′′1 = f . It follows that c((o
′′
1
,o′′
2
)) 6⊆ c((o1,o2)) = c((o′1,o
′
2
)). The
other cases hold similarly. Thus µ(t) is reduced. 
We denote by
−→∑
n
k=1ok the sum o1 + o2 + · · · + on and by
←−∑
n
k=1ok the sum
on + · · ·+ o2 + o1.
Lemma 4.15. Let t ∈ T1(A) be a tree with non-zero height, let a1, a2, . . . , . . . , b2, b1
be the labels of the leaves that are sons of the root and let t1, t2, . . . , . . . , t
′
2, t
′
1 be the
subtrees of t attached to each son of the root. If µ(tm) = (om, lm) and µ(t
′
m) =
(o′m, l
′
m), for all m, then µ(t) = (o, l) where o is a ∗-linear ordering of one of the
following forms:
(1)
−→∑
n≥1(on + 1) +
←−∑
n≥1(1 + o
′
n), if the leaf sons have order ω + ω
∗;
(2)
−→∑
n
i=1(oi + 1) + on+1 +
←−∑
n
i=1(1 + o
′
i), if the number of leaf sons is even;
(3)
−→∑
n
i=1(oi + 1) + o
′
n +
←−∑
n−1
i=1 (1 + o
′
i), if the number of leaf sons is odd;
and l is the labeling l : o→ A satisfying the following conditions:
(i) l
(−→∑
m−1
i=1 (oi + 1) + γ
)
= lm(γ), if γ is an initial segment of om,
(ii) l
(−→∑
i≥1(oi + 1) +
←−∑
i>m(1 + o
′
i) + 1 + γ
)
= l′m(γ), if γ is an initial seg-
ment of o′m,
(iii) l
(−→∑
m
i=1(oi + 1)
)
= am,
(iv) l
(−→∑
i≥1(oi + 1) +
←−∑
i>m(1 + o
′
i) + 1
)
= bm.
Proof. The verification follows directly by induction on the height of t. 
To establish that µ is a bijection, we construct and iterate a central basic par-
tition of a non-zero reduced ∗-labeled linear ordering. We start with the following
lemma.
Lemma 4.16. Let o = (o, l) ∈ rLO∗(A). Then, for each a ∈ c(o), there exist the
smallest position of o labeled a and the largest position of o labeled a.
Proof. For each a ∈ c(o), let Da = {(o1,o2) ∈ Do | a ∈ l((o1,o2))}. This subset
is non-empty and bounded below, so, since Do is a complete ordering, it has an
infimum, (o1,o2). Suppose that it is a gap in o. By definition of infimum, for
every Dedekind cut (o′
1
,o′
2
) > (o1,o2), there exists a Dedekind cut (o
′′
1
,o′′
2
) such
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that (o1,o2) ≤ (o′′1,o
′′
2
) < (o′
1
,o′
2
) and a ∈ l((o′′
1
,o′′
2
)). But this is equivalent to
a ∈ c((o1,o2)) and, therefore, there exists a sequence of Dedekind cuts less than
(o1,o2) whose label contains a, which is contrary to the hypothesis of (o1,o2) be
an infimum. Thus (o1,o2) is not a gap and, therefore, it is minimum for, otherwise,
its successor will be also a lower bound of Da. Since (o1,o2) is not a gap, o1 has a
maximum and o2 has a minimum. The maximum of o1 is the smallest position of o
labeled a. Similarly, we prove the existence of the largest position of o labeled a. 
Let o = (o, l) ∈ rLO∗(A). For each letter a ∈ A, let poa be the smallest position
of o such that l(p) = a, let p¯oa be the largest position of o such that l(p) = a and
let po = max{poa | a ∈ A} and p¯
o = min{p¯oa | a ∈ A} (if there is no position labeled
by a, we set poa = min o and p¯
o
a = max o). Note that, since A is finite, there exist
po and p¯o. Three cases can occur: po < p¯o, po > p¯o or po = p¯o. We begin with
the case po < p¯o. Let α1 = [min o, p
o[, γ1 = ]p
o, p¯o[ and β1 = ]p¯
o,max o], which
are also ∗-linear orderings by Lemma 4.13, since they are closed intervals in o. We
have o = α1 + 1 + γ1 + 1 + β1. We call this equality the central basic partition of
(o, l). Let γ0 = o, p1 = p
o and p¯1 = p¯
o. While pi < p¯i and c(γi) = c(o), let pi+1 =
max{poa ∈ γi | a ∈ A}, p¯i+1 = min{p¯
o
a ∈ γi | a ∈ A} and αi+1 = [min γi, pi+1[,
γi+1 = ]pi+1, p¯i+1[ and βi+1 = ]p¯i+1,max γi] be the ∗-linear orderings such that
γi = αi+1+1+γi+1+1+βi+1. If, for any k, c(γk+1) 6= c(o), or pk > p¯k, or pk = p¯k,
then we put, respectively:
(i) γk = αk+1 + 1 + γk+1 + 1 + βk+1, where αk+1 = [min γk, pk+1[, γk+1 =
]pk+1, p¯k+1[ and βk+1 = ]p¯k+1,max γk],
(ii) γk = αk+1 + 1 + γk+1 + 1 + βk+1, where αk+1 = [min γk, p¯k+1[, γk+1 =
]p¯k+1, pk+1[, and βk+1 = ]pk+1,max γk],
(iii) γk = αk+1 + 1+ βk+1 where αk+1 = [min γk, pk[ = [min γk, p¯k[ and βk+1 =
]pk,max γk] = ]p¯k,max γk].
In these cases, we stop the iteration and we obtain one of the following equalities:
o =
−→∑
k+1
i=1 (αi + 1) + γk+1 +
←−∑
k+1
i=1 (1 + βi),
if c(γk+1) 6= c(o) or pk > p¯k, or
o =
−→∑
k+1
i=1 (αi + 1) + βk+1 +
←−∑
k
i=1(1 + βi),
if pk = p¯k. Let l0 = l. For each i, let l
′
i be the restriction of li−1 to the initial segment
αi of γi−1, l
′′
i be the labeling of βi defined by l
′′
i (δ) = li−1(αi+1+γi+1+δ), where δ is
an initial segment of βi, and li be the labeling of γi defined by li(δ) = li−1(αi+1+δ),
where δ is an initial segment of γi. For each m ≥ 1, we obtain
(i) l′m(δ) = l
(−→∑
m−1
i=1 (αi + 1) + δ
)
, if δ is an initial segment of αm,
(ii) lm(δ) = l
(−→∑
m
i=1(αi + 1) + δ
)
, if δ is an initial segment of γm,
(iii) l′′m(δ) = l
(−→∑
m
i=1(αi + 1) + γm + 1 + δ
)
, if δ is an initial segment of βm.
This defines the iterated central basic partition of o.
In case poi < p¯
o
i and c(γi) = c(o), for all i, we iterate indefinitely the partition
defined above and we obtain o =
−→∑
i≥1(αi + 1) +
←−∑
i≥1(1 + βi) as justified by the
following lemma.
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Lemma 4.17. Let o = (o, l) ∈ rLO∗(A). If o has an infinite iterated central basic
partition, then o =
−→∑
i≥1(αi + 1) +
←−∑
i≥1(1 + βi).
Proof. Let P = {poi : i ≥ 1} and P¯ = {p¯
o
i : i ≥ 1}. These sets are infinite, P is
bounded above and it does not have a maximum element and P¯ is bounded below
and it does not have a minimum element. We consider the subsets of Do that follow:
D = {(o1,o2) ∈ Do | ∃p
o
i ∈ P, p
o
i = max o1},
D¯ = {(o1,o2) ∈ Do | ∃p¯
o
i ∈ P¯ , p¯
o
i = max o1}.
Let (o1,o2) = supD and (o
′
1
,o′
2
) = inf D¯, which exist, since Do is a complete
ordering, D is bounded above and D¯ is bounded below. Note that these Dedekind
cuts are gaps in o, since D does not have a maximum and D¯ does not have a min-
imum. Moreover, by definition of iterated central basic partition of an ordering o
and by definition of cofinal set of a gap in o, we have c((o1,o2)) = c((o
′
1
,o′
2
)) =
c(o). If these gaps are distinct, then, by definition of reduced ∗-labeled linear
ordering, there exists a Dedekind cut between them whose label does not belong
to c(o), which is a contradiction. It follows that (o1,o2) = (o
′
1
,o′
2
) and, therefore,
o =
−→∑
i≥1(αi + 1) +
←−∑
i≥1(1 + βi). 
Let ν : rLO∗(A) → T1(A) be the mapping defined as follows. If o = 0, then
ν(o, l) is the tree which consists of a unique degenerate node. If o 6= 0, then we
consider the iterated central basic partition of (o, l), o =
−→∑
i≥1(αi+1)+
←−∑
i≥1(1+βi).
Note that c(αi, l
′
i) and c(βi, l
′′
i ) are strictly contained in c(o, l), for all i. We defined
the tree ν(o, l) by induction on the content of (o, l): to each element of the sum
o =
−→∑
i≥1(αi + 1) +
←−∑
i≥1(1 + βi) corresponds a son of the root. The vertex
which corresponds to an element αi or βi, for all i (and also to γk, if it exists) is
a node whose content is the image of the labelings l′i and l
′′
i , respectively (if γk
exists, then the content of the corresponding vertex is the image of lk). We note
that, if one of those orderings is 0, the corresponding vertex is a degenerate node.
To the rest of the elements of the sum we associate a leaf labeled, respectively,
l(α1 + 1), l(α1 + 1 + α2 + 1), . . . , l(α1 + 1 + α2 + 1 + · · · · · · + 1 + β3 + 1),
l(α1 + 1 + α2 + 1 + · · · · · · + 1 + β3 + 1 + β2 + 1). We attach to the vertices
which do not correspond to a degenerate node the subtrees ν(α1, l
′
1), ν(α2, l
′
2), . . . ,
. . . , ν(β2, l
′′
2 ), ν(β1, l
′′
1 ). We notice that the trees constructed in this manner are,
effectively, in T1(A). In fact, we can verified immediately the properties (1)-(5)
from the definition of tree in T1(A) in the construction made. The properties (6)-
(8) follow by the definition of iterated central basic factorization of (o, l) and the
fact that the orderings involved are reduced.
Theorem 4.18. The mapping µ : T1(A)→ rLO
∗(A) is a bijection.
Proof. Let t ∈ T (A). If h(t) = 0, then ν(µ(t)) = t by definition. Suppose that
t has non-zero height and let µ(t) = (o, l). By Lemma 4.15 and by definition of
iterated central basic partition of a reduced ∗-labeled linear ordering, we have that
o =
−→∑
n≥1(on + 1) +
←−∑
n≥1(1 + o
′
n) is exactly the iterated central basic partition
of (o, l) and, therefore, ν(µ(t)) = t. Now, let (o, l) ∈ rLO∗(A). The case o = 0
follows by definition. Suppose that o 6= 0 and let o =
−→∑
i≥1(αi +1)+
←−∑
i≥1(1 + βi)
be the iterated central basic partition of o = (o, l). For each i, let lαi : αi → A
be defined by lαi(δ) = l
′
i(δ), where δ is an initial segment of αi, and lβi : βi → A
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is defined by lβi(δ) = l
′′
i (δ), where δ is an initial segment of βi. Consider the
tree whose leaf sons of the root are labeled l(α1 + 1), l(α1 + 1 + α2 + 1), . . . ,
l(α1+1+α2+1+ · · · · · ·+1+β3+1), l(α1+1+α2+1+ · · · · · ·+1+β3+1+β2+1)
and whose subtrees attached to the nodes of the progeny of the root are ν(α1, lα1),
ν(α2, lα2), . . . , ν(β2, lβ2), ν(β1, lβ1). It follows, by Lemma 4.15, that µ(ν(o, l)) =
(o, l). 
We finish by showing the relation between the representations of implicit opera-
tions by finite-height trees and by labeled orderings. It will be useful to relate also
these representations with the representation by quasi-ternary trees. In fact, we
can construct a bijection ξ : T2(A) → T1(A) recursively as follows. Let t ∈ T2(A)
be such that ρ(t) = ρ(t0) · l(ε,0) · ρ(t10) · l(1,0) · · · · · · l(1,2) · ρ(t12) · l(ε,2) · ρ(t2), where
ρ : T2(A)→ ΩADA is the bijection defined in 4.1.2. Let i be maximum for c(v1i) =
c(ρ(t)), where v1i is the root of the subtree t1i . Then the progeny of the root of
ξ(t) consists of the leaves labeled by l(,0), l(1,0), . . . , l(1i,0), l(1i,2), . . . , l(1,2), l(,0)
and the trees ρ(t0), ρ(t10), . . . , ρ(t1i0), ρ(t1i+1), ρ(t1i2), . . . , ρ(t12), ρ(t2) at-
tached to the nodes. Proceeding recursively, and since A is finite, we obtain the
tree ξ(t) ∈ T1(A). We leave the details to the reader.
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